Racor Filter Division Europe
Commercial Marine Filtration Products
Never leave harbour without the right crew

The World’s Best Filtration Starts with the World’s Best Engineering

Whatever the type of commercial marine craft – from small workboat to offshore supply ship to ocean going tanker, Parker Racor is the name to trust for filtration solutions.
without the right crew
with the World’s Best Engineering

Racor offers a complete range of filtration products that are as efficient as they are reliable.

And for every product you see here, there are dozens of complementary models with capacity and features suited precisely for your systems and working conditions.

Cast off… but not before you’ve outfitted with Parker Racor – the name to trust for filtration solutions.
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## Commercial Marine Filtration Products

### Fuel Delivery

RV Series vessels are designed for use in bulk fuel storage, fuel dispensing, fuel transfer, or large engine applications. Set up as a filter/water separator (RVFS), it removes emulsified free water and solids from diesel fuel, gasoline, and other hydrocarbon streams. Water can be drained and removed from the RVFS sump. RV Series set up as a particulate filter (RVMF) will remove solid contaminants such as dirt, rust, scale, and other solid materials from a hydrocarbon fuel stream, down to two micron.

### Racor FBO Filter Trolley

The Racor FBO Filter Trolley is a new lightweight mobile unit ideal for on-site cleaning of fuel tanks, drums and bowsers. It incorporates state-of-the-art Racor fuel filter technology which removes potentially damaging contamination from your diesel fuel. Available with a range of filters from 1 to 25 micron it removes particles and virtually 100% water quickly and efficiently (flow rate of over 50 litres per minute).

### DFB0 Series

The new DFB0 duplex filter brings Racor FBO filters to the engine room environment. The duplex design ensures that fuel is efficiently filtered all the time. The cast iron head and steel bowls mean that it can be used in Marine applications.

The DFB0 comes with two bowl lengths allowing diesel flows up to 90 l/min. Depending on the elements inside the unit can be used as a prefilter, a water separator/particle filter or a water absorptive filter. Easy service, no special tools are required.

### High Flow Fuel Filtration

FBO filter assemblies are designed to meet the toughest hydrocarbon refueling conditions and feature easy cartridge element change-outs. The FBO can be used on mobile refuelers or installed in refueling cabinets. It can also be used for diesel or gasoline fuel dispensing pumps, as a primary fuel filter/water separator for large diesel engines, or as bulk fuel handling, fuel transfer, and on other higher flow applications.

### Marine Hose and Fittings

Parker Marine Hose is a USCG-rated hose for gasoline, diesel, lube oil, and hydraulic systems for commercial and recreational applications. It is fire-resistant and meets SAE J1527 Type A class 1 and SAE J1942 standards. As you’d expect, it delivers tested proven performance in a wide operating temperature range and constant working pressure. Features include long-lasting reinforced construction, kink and cut resistant, and it is compatible with a variety of standard 100R5 fittings.

### Filter Funnel

The Racor fuel filter funnel is a heavy-duty, fast-flow, filter in a funnel that separates damaging free water and contaminants from gasoline, diesel, heating oil, and kerosene. The RFF fuel filter funnel ensures only clean fuel flows to your engine. The Racor fuel filter funnel is Teflon® coated and contains a 100 Micron Stainless Steel Filter.

### Diesel Fuel Filter/ Water Separators

When engines demand heavy-duty, high-capacity water separation and fuel filtration, the Turbine Series is the most complete, efficient, and reliable engine protection you can install. Symbolising Racor’s continuing commitment to the science of filtration, the Turbine Series has established its position as the filter/separator often imitated, but never equaled. Models that include an aluminum bowl or stainless steel shield meet ASTM FSI201 certification, are UL listed, American Bureau of Shipping, Veritas, Det Norske Veritas, ISO 10088, and USCG accepted. For severe service, all-metal bowls should be specified.

### Air Filter/ Silencer

Racor Marine Air Filter/Silencers remove contaminants introduced into the air from both outside and inside the vessel. Sand, salt, carpet fibers, and other contaminants are trapped in the oil-impregnated filter media. Turbo noise is reduced by the unique design of the air filter/silencer housing. An integral hose connection on the housing routes the clean blow-by from the Closed Crankcase Ventilation (CCV) filter back into the engine.
**Par-Trap Fuel 200 Automatic Filter**
Par-Trap Fuel 200 Automatic Filter Patented ParTrap Lubrication filter systems will bring automatic filter technology to lube systems. ParTrap Fuel 200 not only reduces the amount of fuel oil waste but also increases the efficiency of filtration and back flushing.

**Crankcase Filtration**
In a robust, compact package, the patented Racor CCV (Closed Crankcase Ventilation) filter provides superior oil coalescence and crankcase pressure control under the most severe conditions. The only routine maintenance required for the CCV is filter replacement. Typical service life of the high-performance filter in diesel applications is 750 hours. Some variations in service life occur depending on load profile, engine wear condition, flow, aerosol mass concentration of crankcase emissions, and soot concentration.

**Fuel/Air Separators**
Next time you fill up, watch your fuel vent line. A typical refueling will send up to one-half gallon of fuel spilling overboard. Fuel spillage is not only expensive, it's absolutely deadly to fragile lakes, rivers, and waterways. Also, USCG and other regulations prohibit the discharge of oils and violators could face civil and criminal penalties. Installed in the fuel tank vent line, the Racor Fuel/Air Separator efficiently separates air from fuel forced into the line. Air is vented, and fuel is returned to the tank. The Fuel/Air Separator captures fuel normally discharged due to agitation and thermal expansion (up to 2.4 PSI).

**RO watermakers**
Parker Racor VMT reverse osmosis watermakers are the ideal solution for where potable water is required on a reliable basis. Typical installations are Ocean Tugs, Expedition/Research vessels, Commercial Fishboats, Superyachts and Oil and Gas platforms. Each RO system includes a media prefilter, fresh water flushing system and an automatic product diversion valve to ensure only good quality water is sent to the storage tank.

**Hydraulic Filters**
Racor Water-Absorbing Hydraulic Filters feature a specially designed media that traps not only solid contaminants like dirt and rust, but damaging water as well. Water absorbing spin-on hydraulic filters are available for virtually any application and are available in a ten micron nominal rating. Racor Resin-Impregnated Hydraulic Filters include media that traps solid contaminants like dirt and rust as it repels water. Resin-impregnated hydraulic filters are available for virtually any application and are available in a ten micron nominal rating.

**In-Line Gasoline Filters**
Racor In-line Gasoline Filters keep your fuel clean and dry, because having grime and water in your fuel spells disaster. More than ever, today's high-performance gasoline engines require clean, dry fuel. Standard fuel filters simply do not hold up from normal usage, and don’t offer the improved features, durability, and peace-of-mind that comes with Racor fuel filters. Experienced sailors trust their engines, their livelihood, and even their lives to Racor’s high quality marine products.

**Bilgewater Membrane Separator**
Parker Racor VMT Bilgewater Membrane Separator oily water separators meet the IMO Resolution MEPC 107(49). Racor VMT units are an advanced three-stage system optimizing the separation and removal of free and emulsified oils. Heavy duty construction, corrosion resistant materials, permanent oil attractant media, quiet operation, automatic diversion valves and advanced Racor VMT membrane technology result in an easy to use, fully automated, high quality, affordable solution to meet your bilge water treatment needs.

**Parker icountLCM20**
The Parker icountLCM20 can clearly identify the condition of a fluid system, Parker Filtration has a range of fluid contamination monitoring products. Portable or installed monitors and detectors allow for the observation of fluid within the working system in most circumstances, environments and including hazardous or explosive areas requiring ATEX approved equipment.
Racor Spin On Series

Pump Diaphragm:
Racor use high quality, support laminated, high grade rubber fit-for-life diaphragms. Poor quality pump diaphragms will swell in the fuel, and leak in cold conditions, and eventually wear out under even mild pressure pulsation/vibration.

Seal Materials:
Crucial in a modern fuel filter, Racor use high quality automotive grade materials in all seals and valves. Poor quality seals will swell excessively in the fuel, and leak in cold conditions.

Filter Media:
The true heart of the filter- Racor develop proprietary semi-synthetic Aquabloc medias to meet the exacting specifications of injection system OEMs. These meet critical water removal and particle efficiency requirements. Copycats regularly save cost on low quality medias which do not perform, and block up to 70% sooner.

Accessories:
Racor have a wide range of heater and sensor accessories all validated for integrity, EMC Compatibility and safety. Unlike unauthorised copies.

Racor Turbine Series

Head casting:
Racor validate castings under extreme vibration and climatic conditions to meet chassis and engine specifications. Unlike unauthorised copies.

Filter Can Components:
Racor validate canisters under extreme vibration and climatic conditions to meet chassis and engine specifications. Unlike unauthorised copies.

Coatings and plating:
Racor validate coatings under extreme salt spray and climatic conditions to meet OEM specifications and environmental requirements and are free from banned substances. Unlike unauthorised copies.

Clear Bowl:
Racor use a unique and durable clear plastic bowl material with high clarity, excellent UV. Low temp/high temp resistance, impact resistant and impervious to all fuel types. Validated under extreme vibration and climatic conditions to meet strict OEM specifications. Copies often use more economical materials.

Seal Materials:
Crucial in a modern fuel filter, Racor use high quality automotive grade materials in all seals and valves. Poor quality seals will swell excessively in the fuel, and leak in cold conditions.

Filter Media:
The true heart of the filter- Racor develop proprietary semi-synthetic Aquabloc medias to meet the exacting specifications of injection system OEMs. These meet critical water removal and particle efficiency requirements. Copycats regularly save cost on low quality medias which do not perform, and block up to 70% sooner.

Accessories:
Racor have a wide range of heater, electric primer Pumps, heat shields, metal bowls and sensor accessories all validated for integrity, EMC compatibility and safety. Unlike unauthorised copies.
The Inside Story

Commercial Pure Water Series.

**Convenient oil drain**

**Fresh water automatically diverted to tank**

**All 316 Stainless Steel mounting hardware**

**Integral, closed loop cleaning system**

**Corrosion resistant, powder coated, aluminium frame and mounting brackets**

**Aqua Pro, magnetic drive, low pressure pumps**

**Water Quality Monitor – LCD readout displays fresh water quality and sea water temperature, adjustable set point, high salinity alarm, hour meter on a corrosion resistant Inconel panel**

**Master Control Panel – LCD readout, push button operation, low pressure protection, high salinity warning, check system indicator for diagnostics and maintenance, on a corrosion resistant Inconel panel**

**Aqua Pro, Titan Series, Titanium head, corrosion resistant high pressure pumps.**

**Remote Control Panel – Push button operation, LCD ppm display, audible high salinity alarm and warning lights on a corrosion resistant Inconel panel**

**Glycerin filled, high and low pressure gauges**

**Fibreglass pressure vessels**

**Aqua Pro, industrial grade, pleated pre-filtration**

**Custom made seawater membranes**

**Industrial Strength reinforced high pressure hose with Titanium wetted fittings**

**316 Stainless Steel Vibration isolation mounts**

**TRUE 316 Stainless Steel high pressure regulator – Eliminates risk of over pressurization**

**Air/Oil separator: Maintenance FREE! No Filters to Replace**

**Corrosion resistant, machined nylon end caps and manifolds**

- Corrosion resistant fresh water and brine flow meters
- Note: Component parts shown may vary dependent on model chosen